Theoretical prediction of XRgCO(+) ions (X = F, Cl, and Rg = Ar, Kr, Xe).
In this work we have predicted novel rare gas containing cationic molecules, XRgCO(+) (X = F, Cl and Rg = Ar, Kr, Xe) using ab initio quantum chemical methods. Detail structural, stability, vibrational frequency, and charge distribution values are reported using density functional theory, second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory, and coupled-cluster theory based methods. These ions are found to be metastable in nature and exhibit a linear geometry with C∞v symmetry in their minima energy structures, and the nonlinear transition state geometries are associated with Cs symmetry. Except for the two-body dissociation channel (Rg + XCO(+)), these ions are stable with respect to all other dissociation channels. However, the connecting transition states between the above-mentioned two-body dissociation channel products and the predicted ions are associated with sufficient energy barriers, which restricts the metastable species to transform into the global minimum products. Thus, it may be possible to detect and characterize these metastable ions using an electron bombardment technique under cryogenic conditions.